KOSHER SLIVOVITZ 5 YEARS OLD
Slivovitz (plum brandy) is produced from fully matured fruit
grown in the “plum region” of Bohemia. This triple distilled
product, made from our own recipe, ranks among the premium
quality alcoholic beverages, worldwide.

GOLD SLIVOVITZ 7 YEARS OLD
This SPECIAL RESERVE Slivovitz is a triple distilled plum brandy
made from the matured plums coming from our own orchards
surrounding the distillety. The SPECIAL RESERVE is aged in
French Oak Barrels, which gives the slivovitz a unique
well-balanced taste and a bright gold color.

APRICOT BRANDY
BOHEMIAN APRICOT BRANDY is a classic product produced by
JELINEK DISTILLERY for more than a century. We are very proud
of using local apricots from our own orchards based in Southern
part of the Czech Republic known as fruit and wine regions.
Our master distillers keep the founder´s way of distilling using
3 different kettles during triple distillation.

GOLD PLUM BRANDY
Gold Slivovitz is a superb brandy produced from the best
assortment of late-harvested plums. The triple distillation and
patient aging process gives a gentle taste to this brandy.
This typically Czech product has been produced in the same
traditional way for more than a hundred years in the Vizovice
region of Bohemia.

SILVER SLIVOVITZ
A high-quality, three times distilled plum brandy made the same
way for centuries, preserving R. JELINEK´s long-dated recipe.
Kosher for Passover Silver Slivovitz, made of the best
well-matured plums, has smooth, slightly almond taste.

PEAR WILLIAMS
Depending on the time of year, our master distiller acquires the
special variety of Pear Williams fruit from three continents. Then,
using the same methods of production handeddown over five
generations, the results are a product of such exquisite aroma
and taste that we have been delighting legions of customers
around the world for many years.

BOHEMIA HONEY
Bohemia Honey is a distinctive product which is the result
of blending together aged plum brandy with pure honey.
The triple distilled brandy produced from late harvested plums
grown in our own orchards is infused with linden honey
to create this product which has slight fruit flavors and a hint of
honey. Worldwide and for many generations brandy and honey
has long been a favorite beverage to sip on during those long
and cold fall and winter nights. You might add a twist of lemon.
This unique product comes naturally to R.Jelinek the world's
leading producer of plum brandy since 1894.

R. JELÍNEK FERNET
This digestive beverage was created during the period
of the Habsburg dynasty in the latter part of the 19th century in
the region of central Europe near the famous health spa town of
Luhačovice, Czech Republic.

R. JELINEK AMARO
R. JELINEK AMARO belongs to the herb liqueur category
produced by maceration of more than twenty different
botanicals mostly coming from the local sources. The well-balanced bittersweet taste is uniquely juicy and citrusy thanks to the
components such as orange peel, lime and plum juice. The nose
is a diverse component of many parts ranging from lemon to
root beer. In order to maintain it's consistent high quality Jelinek
Amaro is produced only in small batches.

